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Abstract

There has been recent interest in the permutation group generated

by the round functions of a block cipher� In this paper we present a

cautionary example of a block cipher which generates the full sym�

metric group yet is very weak�
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� Introduction

We consider iterated block ciphers in which each round of a block cipher is
a permutation of the message space determined by the subkey used in that
round� The group generated by the set of possible round permutations act�
ing on the message space is of obvious cryptographic interest� For example�
if this group is too small then the cryptosystem obtained by iterating the
round function may be vulnerable to attack� This group was �rst studied
by Coppersmith and Grossman ���� Further interest in the group properties
of block ciphers has been stimulated by Wernsdorf ���� who showed that the
DES round functions generate the large simple group A���� which acts prim�
itively on the message space of 	��bit blocks� More recently� Magliveras and
Memon �
� have considered the group properties of a cryptosystem based on
permutation groups� They claim that the ability of their system to generate
the symmetric group on the message space is �one of the strongest security
conditions that can be o�ered�

In this paper� we present an example of a cipher whose round functions
generate the full symmetric group yet is very weak� The conclusion �unsur�
prisingly� is that the group theoretic properties of a block cipher should not
be taken in isolation as a measure of crytographic strength� This is anal�
ogous to the situation in stream cipher design where no single measure of
complexity is su�cient to guarantee the unpredictability of the keystream�

This paper is organised in the following manner� In Section �� we de�ne
the round functions of our cipher and show that they generate the symmetric
group� In Section 
� we present a known plaintext attack on the cipher that
requires only one plaintext ciphertext pair� In Section �� we consider an
r�round cipher using the round function of Section �� and we show that
such a cipher generates either the symmetric group or the alternating group
depending on whether r is odd or even� Finally� in Section �� we draw some
conclusions�

� The Round Functions and their Group

For n � 
� let Vn denote the vector space of dimension n over Z�� Thus
the elements of Vn are binary n�tuples� We shall denote an n�tuple by the
corresponding number in the range �� � � � � �n��� We take our message space�
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M � and subkeyspace K �for each round� both to be Vn� The one round
functions Ek �M �M are de�ned� for k � K� by

mEk � �m� k���

where � denotes bitwise XOR� and � is the following permutation of Vn�

� � ��� �� � � � � �n�� � �� �n�� � �� � � � � �n � 
� �n � �� �n��� � S�n�

Thus � is a ��n � ���cycle and has � and ��n � �� as �xed points� Let G
denote the subgroup of S�n generated by fEkjk � Kg�

Lemma �� G is transitive on Vn�
Proof� Let x� y be arbitrary elements of Vn� Then� xEa � y� where
a � y��� � x�

Let G� denote the stabiliser of �� Thus� G� � fg � Gj�g � �g� and we
have the following result�

Lemma �� G� is transitive on Vn n f�g�
Proof� Clearly Ei

� �xes � for any power i� and so Ei
� � G� for any power i�

Now� � is a ��n� ���cycle� so for arbitrary elements x� y �� �n� � of Vn n f�g�
there exists a power i such that x�i � y� and so xEi

� � y� Thus we have
shown that for any x� y �� �� �n � �� there exists an element g � G� such that
xg � y�

Now� E�E� � G�� since

���E�E� � ����E� � �E� � ���� � ��

and therefore E�E�E
i
� � G� for any power i� However�

��n � ��E�E� � ��n � ���E� � ��n���E� � ��n�� � ��� �� �� �n � � �n � 
��

Hence for any x �� �� �n��� there is a power i such that ��n���E�E�E
i
� � x�

and it thus follows that G� is transitive on Vn n f�g

From Lemmas � and �� we can immediately deduce the following

Corollary �� G is ��transitive on Vn�






We will now prove the �nal lemma needed to establish that these round
functions generate the symmetric group�

Lemma �� G contains the transposition ��� �n � ���
Proof � We have E� � � and mE�n�� � �m� �n����� Thus

E� � � � ��� �� � � � � �n�� � �� �n�� � �� � � � � �n � 
� �n � �� �n����

E�n�� � ��� �� �n�� � �� 
� �n�� � �� � � � � �n�� � 
� �n � �� �n�� � ��
�n � �� �n�� � �� �� �n�� � 
� �� � � � � �n � 
� �n�� � �� �n����

so E� is a ��n � ���cycle and E�n�� is a �n�cycle� Now�

E�n����
� � ��� �n�� � ����� �n�� � �� � � � ��n�� � �� �n � ����n�� � �� �n���

E�n��

�n�� � ��� �n������ �n�������� �n����� � � � ��n����� �n�����n����� �n���

Multiplying these two elements together gives us

E�n��

�n��E
�n����
� � ��� �n � �� � G�

We will now prove the main result about this cipher� namely that the
round functions generate the full symmetric group on Vn�

Theorem �� G � SVn � S�n�
Proof Clearly G � SVn� However� we have shown that G is ��transitive
and contains a transposition� so G contains all transpositions� The set of
transpositions on Vn generate the symmetric group on Vn� a set of size �n�

� Cryptanalysis

Clearly� as a cryptosystem� these one round functions are weak� Given a
corresponding message and ciphertext pair �m� c�� we can easily �nd key k

since k � m�c���� However� many block ciphers are built from iterations of
weak functions� Consider Fk � Ek� � � �Ekr � the r�round iterated block cipher
consisting of encryption functions Eki � where k�� � � � � kr are independent n
bit subkeys� Thus the key of this iterated block cipher is �k�� � � � � kr�� so the
key space is of of size �nr� We have seen that this is a cipher whose round
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functions generate S�n� so it is a candidate for a good cipher� We shall show
that this is not the case�

Let x�i� denote the ith most signi�cant bit of x � Vn� so x��� denotes
the left hand bit of x etc� � It can be clearly seen that �x����� � x���

unless x � �n�� � �� �n��� Thus �x����� � x��� with probability ��� ���n�����
Generally�

�x���i� � x�i� with approximate probability ��� �i�n�� �i � n��

and so

�xEk�
�i� � �x� k��i� with approximate probability �� � �i�n�� �i � n��

If we consider the iterated cipher� then we have� for i � n�

�xFk�
�i� � �xEk� � � �Ekr � � �x�k��� � ��kr�

�i� with probability � ����i�n�r�

If we know one plaintext�ciphertext pair� �m� c� where c � mFk� then we know
the bit of key information �k�� � � � � kr��i� with probability ��� �i�n�r� that
is for reasonably large n� moderate r and most i� with near certainty� If we
knew many pairs of plaintext and ciphertext� we would be able to determine
key bits much more accurately� Moreover� if we know �k� � � � � � kr��i�� then
for any ciphertext block� we know that the corresponding plaintext block
must be m�i� � c�i� � �k� � � � � � kr��i� with probability ��� �i�n�r�

� The Group generated by the r�round En�

cryption Function

Although Wernsdorf ��� showed that the round functions of DES generated
the alternating group A���� as he pointed out� it is not known if the full
�	�round DES generates the alternating group� In this section� we shall
demonstrate that the r�round iterated cipher described above generates either
the symmetric or the alternating group on �n letters if r is respectively odd
or even� We shall proceed in a similar way to Section �� Thus� let G�r�

denote the group generated by such an r�round cipher� and let G�r�
� denote

the stabiliser of � in G�r��

Lemma �� G�r� is transitive on Vn�
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Proof� Given x� y � Vn� xExE
r��
� Ey��� � y� and ExE

r��
� Ey��� � G�r��

Lemma �� G
�r�
� is transitive on Vn n f�g�

Proof� Given x �� �� �n � �� there exists gx � G
�r�
� such that ��n � ��gx �

x� where gx � Esr�ix��
� E�E�E

ix
� � G

�r�
� for some power ix and suitable s�

Similarly� for y �� �� �n � �� there exists gy � G
�r�
� such that ��n � ��gy � y�

Thus g��x gy � G
�r�
� and xg��x gy � y�

Corollary �� G�r� is ��transitive on Vn

Theorem �� For r odd� G�r� � S�n�
Proof� From the proof of Theorem �� we have� for r odd� �E�n��

�n��E
�n����
� �r �

��� �n� �� � G�r�� G�r� is ��transitive and contains a transposition� so G�r� �
S�n�

Theorem �� For r even� G�r� � A�n�
Proof� We shall �rst show that a one round encryption is an odd permu�
tation� Recall that a one round function is de�ned by �m�Ek � �m � k���
If k �� �� then the XOR with k is a product of �n�� transpositions� so is an
even permutation� and the XOR with � gives the identity permutation� � is
a ��n� ���cycle� so is an odd permutation� Thus any one round function� Ek

is an odd permutation� Hence an encryption function consisting of an even
number of rounds is the product of an even number of odd permutations and
hence is an even permutation� so G�r� � A�n�

We shall now show that G�r� contains all 
�cycles� by showing that G�r�

contains an arbitrary 
�cycle� Let x� y� z � Vn� then� since � and �r � �� are
odd� g � �x� y� � G��� and h � �x� z� � G�r���� If g is an l�round encryption
and h an m�r � ���round encryption� then both l and m are odd� since
otherwise we would have an odd permutation as an even�round encryption
function� Now� gmhl is an mlr�round encryption� so gmhl � �x� y� z� � G�r��
Thus G�r� contains all 
�cycles� and so G�r� � A�n�

� Conclusions

Magliveras and Memon �
� indicate their belief that the property generating
the symmetric group on the message space is �one of the strongest security

	



conditions that can be o�ered� Our example of a weak system whose group
is all of S�n is evidence against this belief� Further evidence that a large
group is not an indicator of strength is the fact� already noted by Even
and Goldreich ���� that even though the round functions generate a large
group� most permutations in this large group will require the composition of
a enormous number of round functions�

In his conclusions� Wernsdorf ��� indicates more re�ned properties that
the group G should have in order to �exclude several imaginable crytanalytic
shortcuts� namely that G should be large� simple and act primitively on the
message space� We have shown that these conditions are not su�cient for
security� Our weak cryptosystem�s round function generates a group� S�n�
that has a large simple normal subgroup� A�n� which acts primitively on the
message space� Although our example is contrived� it is conceivable that a
more realistic system could be designed to have desirable group properties
but which is weak�
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